In vivo evidence for radial migration of neurons by long-distance somal translocation in the developing ferret visual cortex.
During the development of the cerebral cortex, neurons generated in the cortical ventricular zone migrate radially toward the marginal zone. Radially migrating neurons are thought to display 1 of 2 morphologies: cells with a long, pia-contacting, apical process utilized for somal translocation early in development, when the cortex is still relatively thin; or cells with a short leading process, abundant at late stages of corticogenesis when neurons need to travel for longer distances. In large convoluted brains, like those of many primates and carnivores, radially migrating neurons must travel distances up to several millimeters before reaching their final destination, often following curvilinear trajectories. Here we analyze modes and morphologies of radially migrating neurons in convoluted brains by studying the visual cortex of developing ferrets. We provide in vivo and in vitro evidence for the existence of late-born cortical neurons that migrate radially by long-distance somal translocation within a long apical process extended to the cortical plate, in contrast to the early somal translocation observed in rodents. Long-distance translocating neurons in the ferret show a discontinuous rhythm of migration, alternating periods of advance with periods of stall. Furthermore, by combining different labeling methods we find the simultaneous presence in the developing ferret cortex of long-distance translocating neurons and neurons migrating within a short leading process.